
The Greater New York Intergroup  
ACA Conference Line 

(641) 715-3655 access code number  878556#      7pm 
First Sundays  

Public Information, Hospitals and Institutions, ACA Teen 
“In this Public Information effort, Intergroups and groups have a number of options, including, but not limited to, 
assembling packets of information for mailing or personal distribution, preparing flyers, open meetings, events, and free 
public information forums” - ACA WSO PI Pamphlet 

WHY ARE H&I MEETINGS NECESSARY?“The purpose of an ACA H&I meeting is to carry the message of ACA recovery to 
adult children who, by virtue of their presence in a hospital, institution, or prison, cannot attend other ACA meetings.”  

“ACA Teen is a newly developed concept adopted by fellowship vote in 2005. ACA Teen is for any group of Children of 
Alcoholics who would like to adapt the ACA program for their own purposes. ACA Teen groups should honor the Twelve 
Steps and Twelve Traditions and be sponsored by an ACA group” adult.children.org  

Third Sundays  
Intergroup Business Meeting 

In the Intergroup Business Meetings, Fellow Travelers share how their home group is doing, Trusted Servants and Committees 
share Reports, ACA guests share ideas, experience strength and hope, and group conscience and the authority of a Loving 
God guides how to carry the message in the New York Greater Area. We are but trusted servants doing service from a space 
of love, reparenting with gentleness humor love and respect.  
WHAT IS AN INTERGROUP?“The Intergroup is composed of members from the various ACA groups. The Intergroup helps 
coordinate helpline functions, public information efforts, hospitals and institutions meetings, and ACA events in a given area. 
Each ACA group elects an Intergroup representative, who attends monthly and/or quarterly Intergroup meeting.” 
adultchildren.org 

Last Sundays 
Speaker Meeting “The Steps, The Solution & Service in ACA” 

Sign up to Speak or Chair the meeting at greaternewyorkaca@gmail.com 

September 24: "Step 9: Cleaning Up the Wreckage of my Past in ACA" 
October 29: "Step 10 and Living in the Moment with ACA" 
November 26: "Step 11: Connecting with Our Bodies and Inner Children" 
New Year's Eve:"Step 12 & Service in ACA: 'I Give it Away to Keep it'" 
Format: The chairperson shares for 10 minutes on a recovery topic. Then one or two ACA speakers share for a total of 20 
minutes. Speaker shares are recorded and shared with intergroup representatives and others on the GNYAI e-mail list and may 
be posted on the GNYAI website in the future. If time allows, the meeting includes non-recorded sharing on the topic. After 
the meeting, the line stays open for newcomer questions, phone exchange, temporary sponsorship phone exchange, and 
fellowship. 
From the BRB p. 573: “In addition to working the Twelve Steps, we suggest that ACA speakers place some emphasis on attending 
meetings, getting a sponsor, using the telephone, seeking a Higher Power, giving service, and fellowshipping with others outside of regular 
meetings. Some ACA speakers will share his or her experience with the Step. If you have not worked all of the Steps, you can share on the 
Steps you have completed and other aspects of recovery. If you have not worked any of the Twelve Steps, we urge you to make a beginning 
so that your story is balanced with recovery. 
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